VX3085
GRAPHIC BANNER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Turn base over and remove pole.
2. Twist out both feet until facing forward.
3. Open out scissor section pole and insert
into base.
4. Lift the top rail and pull to raise the graphic
from the base.
5. lean the banner stand backwards and
continue to extend the graphic.
6. Secure the extended graphic by
locating the hook on the top rail
and fitting onto the pole
NOTE: Always handle graphic with care.
Slowly feed graphic into cassette
when retracting.
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OPAL
POP-UP COUNTER
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1.

2.

Components:
Qty 01 concertina framework
Qty 10 magnetic bars
Qty 01 digital graphic 2000(w) x 930mm(h)
Qty 01 equipment bag
Qty 04 shelves
Qty 01 table top
Step 1
Expand frame with the yellow pips at the top and
ensure the yellow magnetic fixing arms are securely
pushed together. Position framework with the yellow
pips front facing (outer curve).
Step 2
Click the magnetic bars vertically onto the square
frame nodes. Ensure the bars are positioned on the
front and outer rear sections of the frame. Add the 4
shelves to the bottom and middle frame section.

3.

4.

Step 3
Attach graphic to the framework, starting from the back
and wrapping around the front curve towards the
opposite rear section. Ensure that the magnetic tape
on the graphic lines up with the magnetic fixing bars
on the frame and that the top of the graphic is in line
with the top of the unit.
Step 4
Place the tabletop onto the frame ensuring that the
locators line up with corresponding holes on the
top of the nodes.
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